Leader of the Islamic Revolution: IRI will never bow to unjust world
system - 15 /Apr/ 2009

Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei attended a joint commencement ceremony for the
Army and Islamic Revolution Guards Corps cadets at Imam Hossein military Academy on Wednesday.
Addressing the ceremony, Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces said integration of science, faith and strong
determination into human being can nurture great people who can bring about promising futures for the human
society.
The IR Leader said science is a God given gift but has unfortunately been used by some for aggression, corruption
and tyranny, something which has led to the division of the world into the oppressed and the oppressor.
Ayatollah Khamenei then underlined the victory of the Islamic Revolution was a massive uprising of the people
against the tyranny, and said the Islamic Revolution of Iran was a public outcry for Islam, monotheism, human
generosity and justice in a world fraught with cruelty.
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces further said those who are recommending Iran to return to the world
order were unpleasant about the victory of the Islamic Revolution.
Ayatollah Khamenei pointed out that since the victory of the Islamic Revolution, the Iranian nation has rejected the
illogical calls to bow to the bullying powers and yield to the unfair system governing the world.
The Iranian nation has responded to such requests with a 'No' in the past 30 years.
Ayatollah Khamenei then touched upon all the pressures on the Iranian nation and the Islamic establishment in the
past three decades to harm the status of the Islamic Revolution, saying of course they have not been successful so far
and will never achieve their unholy objectives.
The IR Leader told the cadets that you are guards of the holy reality and lofty identity and should be honored to be
in this position.
Referring to formation of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) by faithful and honest youth with strong
will, the Leader said the result of the youth's jihad specially in the holy defence time, was developing victories of the
Iranian nation.
Ayatollah Khamenei added if today's youth of Iran are not ahead of the youth in the Revolution era, they are not also
further back.
The IR Leader called on the Iranian youth to strengthen their scientific capabilities as well as their spiritual and
psychological well being, underlining hegemonic powers usually try to impose themselves on the nations but
impressiveness of the intellectual, educated and pious youth would certainly be higher than their material
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impressiveness.
Ayatollah Khamenei reiterated today the enemy knows well that Iran, having the valuable asset of pious and
knowledgeable youth along with determined and hard working officials, is not scared of anybody.
Later on, the Leader inspected an ultrasonic pneumatic tunnel designed and manufactured by the IRGC engineers.
The high-precision instrument which is important in designing aircraft and missiles.
After testing the ultrasonic pneumatic tunnel in the presence of Ayatollah Khamenei, the Leader appreciated the
IRGC researchers and experts for designing and manufacturing one of the most complicated equipments.
Ayatollah Khamenei advised them for compensation of scientific backwardness, shortcut roads should be found.
The Leader further stated that the Iranian faithful and revolutionary youth have capability of doing everything, and
added developments and achievements of the Islamic Iran at present are not comparable with those in the past.
The Islamic Revolutionary Leader stated that speed of the scientific progress in the country is very fast.
The Leader reiterated that despite the high speed of scientific progress in the country, there is still a long way to
reach a proper point for compensation of the scientific backwardness which surely could be achieved by the young
scientists of the country.
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